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The objective of the cross-border conference is to bring various tourism
stakeholders that show a common interest in international cooperation
together in the region of the Baltic Sea. The conference offers an excellent
opportunity to provide you with , the future trends and relevant 
 information concerning the on-going discussion on sustainable tourism in
the South Baltic Sea - and the sustainable tourism objectives in the EU
Baltic Sea Strategy. 
 
On Wednesday 26th, a specialised „Microactivity on cycling tourism” will
take place aiming experts related to the cycling tourism to develop their
ideas, as well as three parallel workshops with a special focus on the
thematic areas of: 
- Cultural / Heritage Tourism
- Nature / Coastal Tourism
- Food / Gastro Tourism
 
 
 



 
 
 
Registration: 
It’s free of charge to participate in the conference (400 DKK no-show fee).
There is a limited number of seats. Registration is now open at the following
link: https://forms.gle/aNDz26Wf8HmEvtE7A.
 
The venue: 
The conference is taking place at Hotel Saxkjøbing in the beautiful old town of
Sakskøbing in Guldborgsund Municipality. There is easy access from
Copenhagen airport by car or train taking approximately 2 hours or from
Germany by ferry from Puttgarden or Rostock.
 
Hotel Saxkjøbing // Torvet 9, 4990 Sakskøbing, Denmark // https://hotel-
saxkjobing.dk/
 
There is a limited number of rooms for a reduced conference price at 655
DKK. Please contact Hotel Saxkjøbing // kontakt@hotel-saxkjobing.dk
(promotion code: Sustainable Tourism). 
 
The UMBRELLA project: 
The event is funded by the Umbrella project with participation from both
Danish and international participants from the South Baltic region.
Presentations will be held in English. 
 
For international participants, the Umbrella project offers a possibility of
funding opportunities towards travelling and accommodation expenses. 
 
For further information, please contact:
Anna Topp Gustavsen, International Coordinator
Guldborgsund Municipality 
Tlf. +45 2518 0030, atg@guldborgsund.dk 
 
Read about UMBRELLA // http://umbrellaproject.eu/

 


